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Abstract

Compressibility effects on the flowfield of an airfoil
executing rapid transient pitching motion from 0 - 60 de-
grees over a wide range of Mach numbers and pitching
rates were studied using a stroboscopic sch/ieren flow visu-
afization technique. The studies have led to the first direct
experiments] documentation of multiple shocks on the
airfoil upper surface flow for certain conditions. Also, at

low Mach numbers, additional coherent vortical structures

were found to be present along with the dynamic staI/vor-
tex, whereas at higher Mach numbers, the flow was dom-
inated by a single vortex. The delineating Mac.h number
for significant compressibility effects was 0.3 and the dy-
namic stall process was accelerated by increasing the Mach

number above that value. Increasing the pitch rate mono-
tonically delayed stall to angles of attack as large as 27
degrees.

Nomenclature

c airfoil chord

M free stream Mach number

Uoo free stream velocity
x chordwise distance

a angle of attack
& pitch rate, degrees/sec
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nondimensional pitch rate

1. Introduction

There is considerable interest in the enhancement

and sustenance of lift by dynamically pitching an airfoil in
applications related to fixed wing aircraft supermaneuver-
ability and enhanced agility. The production of dynamic
lift by rapid unsteady motion such as oscillatory pitch-
ing or ramp type pitching is well known. Cart I provides

a comprehensive review of the problem and related pro-
cesses. Over the years, significant effort has been devoted

to obtaining details of the process of dynamic lift genera-
tion over a rapidly pitching airfoil, quantify it and identify
the parameters affecting it 2. A survey of the available lit-

erature reveals that the process of dynamic stall is strongly
dependent on the airfoil geometry (in particular the lead-
ing edge shape), Mach number, degree of unsteadiness or
nondimensional pitch rate, Reynolds number, state of the
airfoil boundary layer, airfoil initial angle of attack before
pitching, three dimensionality, type of airfoil motion, loca-
tion of pitch point, etc. The various aspects of the problem

have been studied by several researchers. Freymuth s pro-
vides excellent flow visualisation pictures at low speeds.
Lorber and Carta 4, AIbertson et ais, Walker et a] e, among
others have measured the surface pressure distributions.
Francis and Keese 7 have found that the maximum lift coef-

ficient increases monotonically tin a nondimensional pitch

rate of 0.025 and decreases therafter. Jumper et als con-
cinded from their studies that the pitch point has a large ef-
fect on dynamic stall. Harper and Flanigan s found that as

the MILch number is increased, the dynamic lift steadily de-
creases and fin,diy ceases at M _ 0.6. Whereas these above
mentioned studies are experimental, there are some com-

putations/ studies (Ekffiterinaris 1°, Visba111, among oth-
ers) that have produced good agreement with the available
data.

The phenomenon of dynamic stall is characterized

primarily by s clockwise vortex (for flow moving from left
to right) that is produced by the large amount of coherent



vorticitythatis createdneartheleading edge region of
rapidly pitching airfoils by the unsteady motion. In fact,
for certain flow conditions, Walker et als observed that
two vortices are present on the airfoil. During the eacly
stages of the stall process the flow around the _rfoil re-
mains attached, with the vortex being surrounded by the
outer stream. As the angle of attack is increased well past
the static stall angle, the vortex begins to convect over
the upper surface and grows. Eventual/y, when the vor-
tex is shed into the wake, deep dynamic stall is said to

occur. This sequence of events has been derived from flow
visualization experiments at low Mach nmubers. Com-
putations and surface presure measurements have shown

that extremely large suction pressures develop in the re-
gion very dose to the leading edge, pointing to formation

of locally supersonic regions. In fact, even at the low free

stream Mach number of 0.2, the local flow can attain sonic
values 12. It is then likely that a shock can form in the flow.

If it does, it could have a dramatic effect on the dynamic
stall process. However, till now there has been no direct
experimental evidence of a shock, although its presence
has been inferred from other measurements such as sign_-
tures of surface mounted hot film gages 4. It is very clear

that there is a strong need to obtain detailed experimen-
tal data about the influence of compressihmty effects on
dynamic stall before a full understanding of the dynamic

stall process can be obtained. This paper presents some of
the results of a visualization of the flow carried out using

a stroboscopic schlieren method.

2. Description of the Experiment

A. Facility

The experiments were conducted in an in-draft wind
tunnel of the Fluid Mechanics Laboratory (FML) at NASA
Amers Research Center (ARC). It is one of the ongoing
dynamic stall research projects of the Navy-NASA Joint

Institute of Aeronautics between the Naval Postgraduate
School and NASA ARC.

The details of the FML in-draft wind tunnel are given
in Cart and Chandra_w._khara is. The facility is one of
a complex of four in-draft wind tunnels connected to an

evacuation compressor. The test section s_e is 25cm X
35cm X 100cm. The flow in the tunnel is controlled by
a variable cross section throat downstream diffuser. The

throat is always kept choked so that no disturbances can
propagate from the other tunnels or the compressor into
the test section.

An NACA 0012 airfoil with a chord of 7.62cm is sup-

ported in a unique way by pins that are push fitted between
two 2.54cm. thick optical quality glass windows. The pins
are smaller than the local airfoil thickness and hence per-
nfit complete optical access to the airfoil surface. This
makes detailed flow studies possible even at the surface.

The airfoil motion is produced by a hydraulic drive located
on top of the test section, which is connected to the win-
dow frames supporting the airfoil. Controlled movement

of the hydraul/c actuator provides the desired motion of

the airfol]. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the tunnel with

the drive system.

B. Details of the Hydraulic Actuator System

The following were specified as the requirements on
the airfoil motion:

angle of attack, a: 0-60 °
pitch rate, &: 0-3600 °/see

acceleration rate: 600,000 °�see2

change in r, during acceleration: __6° of pitch
acceleration time: 4 milliseconds
free stream Mach number: 0.I-0.5
airfol] chord: 7.62cm

Reynolds number: 2 x 105 - I0 s

It should be noted that at any Mach number, a

7.62cm chord airfoil pitching at 3600°/see. corresponds

to a 3m chord wing pitching at 90°/see., which is beyond
the range of present day aircraft. Thus, results obtained
from this study will enable expanding the flight envelope of
both current and future aircraft systems. The acceleration
time was limited to 4 milliseconds and the change in angle
of attack during this time was specified to be less than 60
so that the airfoil has reaz_ed a constant pitch rate well
before the static angle is reached. To obtain reasonable

experiment times, the system was also required to recycle
30 times a minute.

These exacting requirements meant that a powerful
prime mover was necessary/or this purpose. After con-
sidering several alternatives, a hydraulic drive system was
found to be able to deliver the required performance. Such

a system was designed taldng into account the f_t that the
system characteristics are collectively determined by the
interaction of the aerodynamic flow field, the mechanical

system with its linkages and associated backlash, and the
hydraulic system with its lealmge and the nonlinearities in
each of these systems. The details of the feed back sys-
tem design can be found in Andrews 14. Chandrasekhara

and Cart Is provide the other detalb of the final design,
including those of the hydraulic circuit.

C. Instrumentation and Technique

The drive is equipped with its own instrumentation
which is used by the feed back control system. These in-
dude a digital incremental position encoder (with a resolu-
tion of 0.03e/count) to provide the instantaneous ang]e of

attack, and a linear (analog) velocity transducer for main-
taining the airfoil velocity constant. The airfoil motion is
software controlled from an IBM PC, with a motion con-
troller card installed in one of its slots.

As stated earlier, the airfoil pitches from 0 - 600 at

pitch rates up to 3600°/second and the motion is com-

pleted in 20 milliseconds. Records of individual pitch up
motion were obtained using a MicroVAX II Work Station.
The PC was linked to the MicroVAX with additional hard-

ware to trigger data acquisition on the MicroVAX com-

puter, using the third bit of the encoder providing the ino
stantaneous angle of attack information. The third bit
was chosen to prevent accidental triggering due to noise or
such uncontrol/able psrameters. Simultaneously, the in-
ternal clock of the computer was started so that the time

history of the motion colfld be documented. Fig. 2 .shows
typical plots of the variation of angle of attack with time

for M -- 0.45, a pitch rate &, of 3507°/sec, and nondimen-
sions] pitch rate a + -- 0.03; M - 0.35, & -- 2256°/sec._
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a + = 0.025; and M = 0.25, & -- 12630/sec, a + -- 0.02.

Similar plots were obtained for all cases.

The schlieren instrumentation used is standard and

is shown in Fig. 3. It is also described in Carr and
Chandrasekhara 2s. Flow visualization was obtained us-

ing the stroboscopic schlieren flow visualization technique.

This involved triggering the schlieren light source at the de-
sired instantaneous angle of attack by a specially designed
electronic circuit. The encoder counts for the desired angle

of attack was chosen as a BCD number by setting switches
on the front pane] of the hardware. The circuit includes a
comparator which outputs a TTL pulse when a match oc-
curs between the selected count and the constantly chang-
ing encoder count. This pulse triggers the strobe light
source and also freezes the display of the encoder counter,
thus permitting a check on and recording of the actual an-

gle of attack at which the light flashed. No phase delays
were found to be present in this process.

The experiment consisted of running the tunnel at

Mach numbers ranging from 0.2 - 0.45, while pitching the
airfoil at rates from 1200 - 3600 degrees/sec., and tak-

ing the schlieren pictures. The resulting Reynolds number
range was 400,00 - 900,000. The matrix of experimental
conditions is given in Table 1.

3. Results and Discussion

A. Stroboscopic SchHeren Flow Visualization Stud-
ies

Fig. 4 and 5 present two sequences of stroboscopic
schlieren pictures obtained for the cases of M = 0.25, a +

= 0.05 and M = 0.45, a + = 0.03. These pictures were
obtained by pitching the airfoil once for each f_Jne shown.

They represent the density gradients at the instant the
pictures were taken without any history effects - unlike
most other flow visualization photographs. The knife edge
of the schlieren system was kept vertical for all cases.

The dominant feature in these fl_a,_s is the presence
of the dynamic stall vortex that appears as a dark circular

region over the airfoil and moves along the airfoil upper
surface and eventually past the trailing edge.

The dark region near the leading edge of the airfoil
on its lower surface indicates the density gradients in the

stagnating flow. As the angle of attack increases (up to
300), the stagnation point moves downstream along the
lower surface and stabilizes at _- 5_ chord point. Also, as

the angle of attack in increased, the dynamic stall vortex
becomes distinct at e_ = 170 in Fig. 4 at M -- 0.25 and

a + = 0.05, and _, = 130 for the case of the higher Mach
number of 0.45 and a + = 0.03 in Fig. 5. In both cases, the
vortex quickly grows into a large coherent structure. The
boundary layer downstream of the vortex thickens with
increasing angle of attack; at the same time, the leading
edge shear layer appears as a thin streak (starting out in;-
t/ally as a dark layer and transforming into a lighter shade)
and delineates the outer potential flow from the inner sep-

arated viscous layer. Ultimately, the vortex is bounded by
the edge of the shear layer upstream and by the boundary
layer downstream. The flow downstream of the dynamic
stall vortex is still attar.bed,as can be seen, for example, in

Fig. 5, ,, = 14.5 °. No trailing edge vortex was present for
any of the cases studied. _Valker et ale have pointed out

that the trailing edge vortex is due to the separating shear

layer on the upper surface and is absent at higher Reynolds

numbers, which is perhaps the reason why it was not found
in the cases studied.

The vortex itself appears as a dark region as in its

formative stages, the flow gradients in it have not fully de-
veloped. But, when it grows and has acquired its terminal
ve]oc/ty, it appears as a partially bright and partially dark
image, with a sharp transition line where the local density
gradient changes sign from negative to positive (light to
dark ), as can be seen in Fig. 4 for a = 21.0 °. For the case
shown in Fig. 4, the flow stalls dynamically at a -- 270

(when the vortex has travelled past the trailing edge) and
for M - 0.45, (Fig. 5), at ,_ -- 18 °. Both these angles are

substantially higher than the corresponding static angles.

(See also Table 2).

As the airfoil pitches past this angle, the flow be-
comes largely separated and the separating leading edge

shear layer grows unstable forming several vortices, as can
be seen from the bottom row frames in both Fig. 4 and

Fig. 5. The flow downstream of the trailing edge also
shows several small organised vortical structures. Occa-
sionally, (Fig. 4, a = 28 °) a trailing vortex (much like the
starting vortex) can be seen coming off the trailing edge of
the airfoil during the deep stall phase of the flow.

Fig. 6 presents an enlarged schlieren picture for M
= 0.25, a + = 0.025, at a -- 16.5 e. At this condition,

some interesting details are present in the flow. As already
stated, the forward stagnation point is on the lower surface

at about 5%chord point. On the upper surface, there is a

large dynamic stall vortex at x/c _, 0.5. Along with it it is
another structure, which appears to have the same sense of
vorticity as the dynamic stall vortex. Downstream of the
primary vortex, the flow is still attached. It is surprising
to see two clockwise vortical structures at the same time.
Chandrasekhara et alls have detected such structures in

their computational studies of the flow over an oscillating
airfoil under compressibility conditions. Mane eta] Is have
also found such structures in their computational stud-

ies on pitching airfoils, but at a low Reynolds number of
50,000. At this stage, it is not known whether the multiple

structures would influence dynamic lift generation in any

way. However, these seem to appear mostly at low Mach
numbers and only at low pitch rates.

Another noteworthy feature is the large vertical
length scale of the flow. It appears that the vortex diffuses

and rapidly becomes disorganized as it moves over the air-

foil. In contrast, studies of the flow field over an oscillating
airfoil by Chandrasekhara and Cart Is have shown that the

vortex was very tightly wound. Chandrasekhara et all7

have compared the e_ect of motion history and found that
in the range of parameters tested, the ramp type motion is

not very effective in introducing the levels of vorticity that
can be attained by the oscillating motion due to the fact
that the integrated effect of pitch rate history on vorticity
generation is larger in the oscillating case. This is a possi-
ble explanation for the observed structure of the dynamic
stall vortex in this case.

B. Formation of Shocks over the Airfoil

Fig. 7 shows the details of the flow near the leLding
edge of the airfoil for M = 0.45, _,+ = 0.0313, a = 12.6 °.



Thestrongdensitygradientneartheairfoilleadingedge
undertheseconditionsareresponsiblefordeflectingthe
lightrayscompletely around the region, which results in a
dark region seen on the upper surface in this figure. The
most striking result seen in the figure is the presence of
multiple shocks within the first 5 - 8_ chord distance.

The rapid acceleration of the flow around the leading edge
for this case has caused the flow to go supersonic. Such
a result has also been indicated in computational stud-
ies. The extent of the supersonic region depends upon
the Mach number, nondimensiona] pitch rate and instan-

taneous angle of attack. For example, Visbai 11 found that
a supersonic region originates very near the leading edge
and extends till about 8 - 10% chord point for M -- 0.3,
and it grows to about 30_ chord at M --- 0.6. The results
obtained from the present study offer the first definitive
experimental documentation of the fact that shocks ac-

tually form on the airfoil for certain/low conditions and

support the study by Visbai 13. It is well known that once
a flow attains supersonic values, a shock can form. In the
present case, it is not known whether the shock is normal
or oblique, but presence of multiple shocks indicates that
if a norms] shock orignally formed, there are additional
mechanisms present in the flow that are responsible for

accelerating the flow repeatedly to supersonic values and
thus forming more shocks. A possible explanation is that
the shock induces small scale separation in the boundary
layer. The separating streamlines could take a wavy shape
and thus locally induce a series of expansion and compres-
sion waves. Such a system of waves could form additional

shock waves (or shocklets) in the flow. Eventually the se-
ries of interactions ceases via a 'strong' shock and the flow
becomes subsonic. This explanation still needs to be veri-

fled, but such a situation seems possible in transonic flow.
Meier *e has observed multiple shocks in vortex-wing inter-
action studies in transonic flows.

The shocks discussed above were present over a range
of angles of attack and flow conditions. A sequence of
schlieren pictures for M -- 0.45, at a pitch rate of 3600
degrees/sec. (_+ = 0.0313) is presented in Fig. 8. These

were obtained at a very fine resolution over angles of attack
ranging groin 12.20 - 12.9 °. It can be seen that at a =

12.40 , shocks (the thin dark streaks in the figure) appear

over the airfoil surface in the region x/c = 0 - 0.05. At
= 12.4 °, several shocks form and extend 1 - 2% chord

width into the upper surface flow. The shocks remain on
the surface at c_ = 12.5 °. At a -- 12.7 °, only a single

"strong" shock remains at about 10% chord, just upstream
of the dark region. The shock finally disappears at an angle
of attack of 130 . However, no large scale shock induced

separation could be detected for the cases studied. In fact,
the dynamic stall vortex still forms and eventually gets
shed at a = 17 °.

C. Effect of Mach Number

Fig. 9 compares the schliea_n pictures at different
Mach numbers for a + -- 0.03 and a -- 17 e. It can be seen

that for the subsonic case (M _< 0.3), the vortex is at about
50% chord location. In addition, the vertical extent of the
flow is nearly the same for M = 0.2, 0.25 and 0.3. However,
for M _> 0.3, the dynamic stall vortex moves successively
closer to the trailing edge and the flow scales have increased
as well. Movement of the vortex downstream indicates flow

approaching the deep stall state and thus, it is clear from

the figure that as the Mach number is increased, deep stall
occurs at progressively lower angies of attack.

Fig. 10a shows the effect of Mach number on the
dynamic stall for the pitch rate a + = 0.025, and the cor-
responding results for a + = 0.035 are shown in Fig. 10b.
Plotted in it are the successive locations of the center of

the dynamic stall vortex as a function of the instantaneous
angle of attack at different Mach numbers. It can be seen

in both the figures that the vortex appears at lower angles
of attack as the Mach number increases. This also leads to

the result that the vortex moves past the tralfing edge at

lower angles of attack for higher Mach numbers, causing
deep dynamic stall to occur earlier in the pitching cycle.
Significant decreases in the angle of attack occur for the
same x/c location for M _> 0.3 and thus, M = 0.3 can be
considered to be the limit when compressibility effects set
in. Consider for example Fig. 10a, for x/e, _ 0.6, the cen-
ter of the vortex is at a = 16.50 for M = 0.3, and a = 140

for M - 0.45. Similarly, in Fig. 10b, the vortex is at 60%
chord location st a = 190 for M = 0.3; at M = 0.4, the
corresponding angle of attack = 17.2 °. Similar results were

obtained at other pitch rates.

Table 2 shows the angle of attack at which deep dy-
namic stall occurs for the cases studied. As the Mach hUm-

bet is increased for a given pitch rate, the dynamic stall
angle remains nearly the same up to M = 0.3. However, for
M _> 0.3, this angle decreases. The scatter that is present
in the data is unavoidable, owing to the subjectiveness in-

vo]ved in determining these angles. Further, as already
stated in Section 3.A, for some cases multiple structures

were found to be present. This, along with the diffused vor-

tex, made the task of tracking the vortex movement more
complex. Nevertheless, the data shows definitive trends
that reflect the compressibility effects.

D. Effect of Pitch Rate

Fig. lla through lld show the vortex center loca-
tions over the airfoil plotted as a function of the angle of
attack at different pitch rates for M -- 0.2, 0.35, 0.4 and
0.45 respectively. It can be seen in all the figures that the
vortex is retained on the surface of the airfoil to higher
angles of attack as the pitch rate is increased. The trend
is monotonic with in_ pitch rate. For example at M
= 0.45, the vortex is on the surface even at a = 180 at a +
= 0.03, whereas the static stall angle for this case is _ 9.50
as determined from the schlieren images. For a + = 0.020,
deep dynamic stall occurs at a = 15.5 s. For M = 0.35, the

deep stall an_le is _. 230 for a + = 0.04, and the static stall
angle is 11.6 e. The figures show similar results for other
Mach numbers. A summary of dynamic stall angles is pre-
sented in Table 2 at different pitch rates. A horisontai scan

of the table shows stall delay till angles of attack signifi-
cantly higher than the static stall angles can be achieved
by simply increasing the nondimensional pitch rate, even
at these higher Mach numbers. As indicated in the prey/-

ous section, presence of multiple structures, especially at

the low Mach number of 0.2, made following the primary
vortex during its passage over the airfoil difficult. Hence,
the plot for a + = 0.025 in Fig. 11a does not extend t;ll

the deep stall angle of attack.



4. Concluding Remarks

Results obtained showing the globai behavior of the
dynamic stall vortex over an airfoil executing a rapid tran-
sient pitching motion are presented. These are the first
pictures of the flowfield obtained at manenver Mach num-
ber conditions and for conditions that are beyond the op-
erationa] range of present day aircraft.

The following major conclusions could be drawn from
the study.

I. Multiple shocks are present over the airfoil, at
moderate free stream Msch numbers. The shocks do not

seem to induce any large scaie flow separation. Also, the
globai features of the dynamic stall process are not s/gnifi-
cantly affected by their presence. However, detailed studies
are stil] needed to co_Krm local e_ects of the shocks.

2. At low Mach numbers, muitip]e vortices are
present at low pitch rates. But, at higher Mach numbers,
a single large dynamic stall vortex dominates the flow. Oc-

casionally, a tral/ing vortex similar to the starting vortex
is observed.

3. Compressibility effects are important for M > 0.3.

4. Stall delay is enhanced by increasing the pitch
rate. Increasing Math number accelerates dynamic stall

by lowering the angle of attack at which dynam;c stall
occurs.
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Table 11 r.xperimeudud Condition

M a ÷

0.01 0.02 0.025 0.03 O.JO_ 0.04

0.30 X X X X

0.25 X X X X X

0.,110 X X X X X

0.35 X X X X X

O.40 X X X X

0.4_, X X X X

5t_bll 2: Vot'¢4_ I_eimme _ ef Atts_

M o +

O" 0,01 0.02 O.E'_ 0_I _ 0.+04

0.20 17.3 21.0 22.0

0.2_ 17.5 18.5 21.0 22.0

0.3 12.4 17.6 18.0 _I0.0 21.0 2:1.0

0.35 11.6 16.0 ITJ 19.0 _10.0 'mt.O

0.40 10.8 1L5 17.0 19.0 M.O

0.45 I).5 12.0 15,_ 17.0 18.0

" But mtim,_ 0_ ststic ,_dl m,sk ham _

pdctmm.

M = 0.45, o + = 0.03, SLOPE 0 - 57 DEG ", 3507.0

M " 0.35, a + z 0.025, SLOPE 0 - 57 DEG ,, 2256.0

...... Mm0.;_5, o +m 0.02,SLOPE0- 57 DEC,, 1+)63.0

80.0

+ IIIIIIZIIII .............i........i........i........X
x 60.0

: ! !," ! i ! i

• _ _, _ _ _
i /'i i : : :

"v +o.o ........... _.".,+-.--i........._........ !........ !.........i.........

....... 7'i.........+.........+........+........+........+.........
20.0 ..... '........ ';........ _......... :-........ ; ........ : ........ +.........

/'! i : i i i i
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2?.0

Fig. 2. Time History of Pitching Airfoil.
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Fig. 1. Compressible Dynamic Stsll Fscility with a Hy-
draulic Drive.

Fig. 3. Schematic of the CDSF Instrumentation.-



a = 16.0 ° 16.5 ° 17.0 ° 18.0 °

= 19.0 ° 21.0 ° 22.0 ° 23.0 °

a = 24.0 ° 25.0 ° 27.0 ° 28.0 °

(x= 30.0 ° 40.0 ° 50.0 ° 58.0 o

Fig. 4. Stroboscopic Schlieren Pictures of the Compress-
ibility Effects on Dynamic Stall of a Rapidly Pitching Air-
foil: M = 0.25, ,',+ = 0.05.
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a - 11.0° 12.0 ° 12.5 ° 12.7 °

o = 13.0 ° 13.5 ° 14.5 ° 15.5 °

a= 16.5 ° 18.0 ° 19.0 ° 20.00

(x= 30.0 ° 40.0 ° 50.0 ° 58.0 °

Fig. 5. Stroboscopic Schlieren Pictures of the Compress-
ibl]ity Effects on Dynmnic Sts]J of a l_pidly Pitching Air-
foil: M = 0.45, ,',+ = 0.03.
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Fig. 6. Multiple Vortices on a Pitching Airfoil: M : 0.25,
a + = 0.025, a = 16.5 °.

Fig. 7. Schlieren Pictures of Multiple Shocks on a Rapidly
Pitching Airfoil: M = 0.45, a + --- 0.0313, a = 12.6 °.

(X = 12.2 ° 0¢.= 12.4 ° a = 12.5 °

(X = 12.6 ° (X = 12.7 °

Fig. 8. A Sequence Of Schlieren Pictures of Shocks on a
Rapidly Pitching Airfoil: M = 0.45, a + = 0.0313.

(X.= 12.9 °



M : 0.20 M = 0.25 M : 0.30

M = 0.35 M = 0.40 M = 0.45

Fig. 9. Effect of Msch Number on Dyna_c Stall of a
P_pidly Pitc]_ng Airfo;], Schl/eren Studies: a + = 0.03,
o = 17 °.
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Fig. 10. Qusntitstive EfFects of Mach Number on Dynamic
Stall Vortex Location: (_) a + = 0.025, (b) a + --- 0.035.
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Fig. 11. Qu,mtitative Effects of Pitch Rate on Dynamic
Stall Vortex Location: (a) M = 0.2, (b) M = 0.35, (c) M
-- 0.40, (d) M = 0.45.
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